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Diablo Archive
Hours of great reading await, with tales of war and military adventure by some of
the greatest writers of the 19th and 20th centuries. Ranging from classics of the
Civil War to the World Wars to the future of war -- and many other battlefields -here more than 640 pages of military fiction! Included are the complete novel "The
Red Badge of Courage," pulp stories by Arthur J. Burks, Johnston McCulley, Norman
A. Daniels; science fiction by randall Garrett, Harry Harrison, Lester Del Rey;
classics by Ambrose Bierce, Jules Verne, and Rudyard Kipling; and much, much
more. (And don't forget to search for "Wildside Press Megapack" to find all the
other great titles in this series.) Included in this volume: THE RED BADGE OF
COURAGE, by Stephen Crane CAPTAINS VENOMOUS, by Arthur J. Burks A SAHIBS’
WAR, by Rudyard Kipling WHIRLWIND SQUADRON, by Robert W. Nealey THEY DIED
IN VAIN, by George Bruce THE BLOCKADE RUNNERS, by Jules Verne IN THE CLUTCH
OF THE TURK, by Benge Atlee THE CRIME OF THE BRIGADIER, by Arthur Conan
Doyle AN OCCURRENCE AT OWL CREEK BRIDGE, by Ambrose Bierce WHISPERING
DEATH, by Laurence Donovan A ONE-MAN NAVY, by Eugene Cunningham WHEN A
YANK GETS FIGHTING MAD, by Lieut. Jay D. Blaufox A MYSTERY OF HEROISM, by
Stephen Crane THE PRIVATE HISTORY OF A CAMPAIGN THAT FAILED, by Mark
Twain WITHOUT THE BLUE, by Johnston McCulley PRIVATE WAR, by Norman A.
Daniels THE CLOUD WIZARD, by David Goodis KILLER ACE, by David Goodis THE
FLY, by Katherine Mansfield THE COLONEL’S IDEAS, by Guy de Maupassant THREE
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MIRACULOUS SOLDIERS, by Stephen Crane NAVY DAY, by Harry Harrison VICTORY,
by Lester del Rey THE DEFENDERS, by Philip K. Dick THE DESTROYERS, by Randall
Garrett And don't forget to search on "megapack" to see other great volumes in
this series, covering everything from science fiction to westerns to ghost
storiesand everything in between!

The 15th Golden Age of Science Fiction MEGAPACK®
Collects Daredevil (2019) #1-6. The next chapter in the ever-surprising saga of
Daredevil! After a brush with death, Matt Murdock must piece together his
shattered life — and that includes returning to action as Daredevil! But years of
trauma have taken their toll, and becoming the guardian of Hell’s Kitchen he once
was won’t be easy. Mistakes will be made along the way — and this time, one
might actually prove to be the end of him. Because when a criminal dies, and
Daredevil takes the blame, Matt must go on the run in a desperate bid to clear his
name! But even he can’t outrun judgment forever. And with DD’s absence from
Hell’s Kitchen, the real devils can come out to play.

Marvel Super Heroes Secret Wars
The Clown Prince of Crime celebrates 80 years of chaos! The Joker has been the
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greatest villain in comics since his debut and to celebrate we have a who’s who of
comics’ finest talent giving the Harlequin of Hate the birthday roast he deserves.
The stories feature a range of terror and anarchy, showing how the Joker has
impacted Gotham City from the police to Arkham Asylum, from the local
underworld to the Dark Knight and his allies! Make sure to RSVP to this birthday
bash-you wouldn’t want to wake up with a Joker Fish on your doorstep, would you?

Gears of War: the Rise of Raam
In an inexplicable worldwide event, forty-seven extraordinary children were
spontaneously born by women who'd previously shown no signs of pregnancy.
Millionaire inventor Reginald Hargreeves adopted seven of the children; when
asked why, his only explanation was, "To save the world." These seven children
form The Umbrella Academy, a dysfunctional family of superheroes with bizarre
powers. Their first adventure at the age of ten pits them against an erratic and
deadly Eiffel Tower, piloted by the fearsome zombie-robot Gustave Eiffel. Nearly a
decade later, the team disbands, but when Hargreeves unexpectedly dies, these
disgruntled siblings reunite just in time to save the world once again.

Marvel Encyclopedia
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Ante up, dreamers Circus stunt rider TJ Breckenridge is devastated when her horse
Cowhead is snatched from the big top one night. Because Cowhead is no ordinary
circus animal: secret daughter of TJ's lover, she is simultaneously horse and
human. TJ hires a drifter called Cantos Can to help her find and rescue Cowhead.
Together they ride out into a desert populated by weird animals, feuding mystery
cults, and the remnants of a lost culture known only as the Great Invisibles. But
then Cantos goes missing too and TJ is forced to choose sides in a war where
dreams are deadly weapons. Combining hallucinatory imagery with pulp-fiction
plotting, The Golden Cut is a tale of tripped-out gunslingers, puppet-headed
outlaws, crystal caves, and magicians on the rampage.

Killtopia
Black Canary. Zatanna Zatara. Two of the DC Universe's brightest stars join forces
to combat a deadly new threat-a chilling supernatural foe that preys on their
weaknesses and unleashes their awesome powers against each other. A year ago,
Black Canary infiltrated a gang of female criminals set to pull a dangerous heist at
a Las Vegas casino. Its leader was skilled in hand-to-hand combat and with more
than a passing interest in the occult, specifically black magic, one nasty customer.
Rather than be taken by Canary or the law, she went to her death, vowing she
would get revenge on Canary and her own former gang members. Now, a year to
the day later, death stalks those gang members, and Canary must turn to her
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friend Zatanna to help investigate.

X-Men Classic
Doc Savage and his fabulous crew journey to Tibet in pursuit of their most
dangerous adversary, the evil genius Mo-Gwei. Battling against overwhelming
odds, they try to stop him from conquering the world with a diabolical machine
known as the Blue Meteor, a screaming blue visitor from space that turns men into
raving animals!

Action Comics #1000: The Deluxe Edition
Collects Classic X-Men (1986) #24-44 and material from Marvel Fanfare (1982)
#60. The perfect companion piece to your UNCANNY X-MEN collection! In 1986,
Marvel launched CLASSIC X-MEN, a series that reprinted the “All-New, All-Different
X-Men” era — with a twist! All-new backup stories fleshed out the 1970s tales and
delved deeper into the characters’ lives — and new story pages were even inserted
into the reprints, expanding on key moments and sowing the seeds for future
storylines! Now, all this newly created material has been collected together —
allowing fans to explore the early lives of Cyclops, Phoenix, Wolverine, Colossus,
Storm, Nightcrawler, Professor X, Havok, Polaris, Emma Frost, Kitty Pryde,
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Banshee, Dazzler, Rogue and Mystique like never before! Friendships are forged,
losses are mourned and lives are transformed in these rare tales that dance
between the raindrops of some of the most revered X-Men comics of all time!

Gotham City 14 Miles
Mediterranean Diet Meal Prep Cookbook
This is our second (of three) collections of Space Patrol stories by "Eando Binder"
(Otto O. Binder). Starting with the February, 1946 issue, every issue of Captain
Marvel Adventures included a 2-page short story featuring Lt. Jon Jarl of the Space
Patrol. These juvenile space operas -- designed to appeal to kids -- featured daringdo by a two-fisted young member of the Space Patrol. In a solar system where
seemingly every planet and moon can support life and the asteroid belt harbors
numerous space pirates and criminals, Jon Jarl always seems to save the day. If
you've seen the early TV adventures of Captain Video and His Video Rangers,
Space Patrol, or Tom Corbett, Space Cadet -- which were clearly influenced by
Binder's writing (as well as the shared universe of "space opera" that had been
developed in Amazing Stories magazine under editor Ray Palmer) -- you will know
what you're in fora ride into the Wild West of outer space, where physics and logic
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never get in the way of a good story! Includes 30 short stories.

The Doc Savage MEGAPACK®
The Legion of Super-Heroes always thought they had taken their inspiration from
the 21st Century's Superboy. But when they try to bring that hero into their future
time, the team discovers to their surprise the caped champion isn't whoÑor even
whatÑthey expected! And the bonus Looney Tunes backup story features DC
characters with story and art by Juan Ortiz!

Daredevil By Chip Zdarsky Vol. 1
One of Charles Bukowski's best, this beer-soaked, deliciously degenerate novel
follows the wanderings of aspiring writer Henry Chinaski across World War II-era
America. Deferred from military service, Chinaski travels from city to city, moving
listlessly from one odd job to another, always needing money but never badly
enough to keep a job. His day-to-day existence spirals into an endless litany of
pathetic whores, sordid rooms, dreary embraces, and drunken brawls, as he makes
his bitter, brilliant way from one drink to the next. Charles Bukowski's posthumous
legend continues to grow. Factotum is a masterfully vivid evocation of slow-paced,
low-life urbanity and alcoholism, and an excellent introduction to the fictional world
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of Charles Bukowski.

Meteor Menace
Third grader Yuki Tachibana lives in two worlds. In one world, he is a loner ridiculed
by his classmates and reprimanded by his teachers for telling stories of
supernatural beings that only he can see. In the other world, the supernatural
beings vie for power with malevolent spirits who bring chaos into the school, the
students' lives, and nature itself. -- VIZ Media

Adam Strange: the Silver Age Omnibus
"Written by the legendary Gardner Fox, Adam Strange was one of the premier
science fiction heroes of the 1960s. Now once again available in paperback, the
Silver Age origins of one of the great DC Comics heroes of all time! After being
mysteriously teleported to another world, Rann, by a scientist in search of a
husband for his daughter, Adam Strange's life changed irreversibly as he instantly
went from being a simple Earth archaeologist to a cosmic adventurer and hero.
This graphic novel collection delves into the true characterization of the man who
becomes a myth, by exploring his early childhood and his relationship with his
estranged family. By also exposing the hidden secrets of Rann, his new home
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planet, the crossroads of Adam Strange's past and present converge to reveal the
path to his future. With art by some of the greatest illustrators in the history of the
industry, including Carmine Infantino, Gil Kane, Mike Sekowsky and more, ADAM
STRANGE: THE SILVER AGE VOL. 1 is a must-own for any collector or new fan
wanting to know more about Rann's greatest hero. Collects SHOWCASE #17-19
and MYSTERY IN SPACE #53-74"--

Factotum
Femdom Stories - Mega Pack

The Golden Age of Science Fiction
H.B. Fyfe published dozens of science fiction stories during his three-decade career
as a writer. Included in this volume are 16 of his best, originally published in classic
science fiction magazines like Astounding Stories and Planet Stories. Included are:
LOCKED OUT COMPROMISE CONFIDENCE CONFORMITY EXPECTED IN VALUE
DECEIVED AFTERTHOUGHT EXPERIMENTUM CRUCIS IMPLODE AND PEDDLE KEY
DECISION CALLING WORLD-4 OF KITHGOL! KNOWLEDGE IS POWER MOONWALK
FAST PASSAGE KOENIGSHAUFEN'S CURVE TOLLIVER’S ORBIT If you enjoy this
ebook, don't forget to search your favorite ebook store for "Wildside Press
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Megapack" to see more of the 190+ volumes in this series, covering adventure,
historical fiction, mysteries, westerns, ghost stories, science fiction -- and much,
much more!

Daredevil: Marked for Murder
Fresh, ready-to-go meals for people on the Mediterranean diet Inspired by the
wholesome, heart-healthy lifestyle of the Mediterranean region--and spotlighting
regional ingredients like fresh seafood and produce--the Mediterranean diet has
become one of the most popular methods of healthy eating. Packed with foolproof
meal prep advice and deliciously balanced recipes, the Mediterranean Diet Meal
Prep Cookbook makes starting and staying on the Mediterranean diet easy so you
can reduce your total time in the kitchen--all while enjoying a lifetime of healthy
eating. Before you get cooking, dig into an overview of the Mediterranean diet
principles and health benefits. Master the art of prep with the dos and don'ts of
meal planning and helpful storage solutions before jump-starting your diet with 6
weeklong meal preps--each including easy-to-follow recipes and time-saving tips.
You'll find plenty of additional recipes to use as inspiration to customize your own
meal prep menus, or even as a foundation for your own creative Mediterraneanstyle meals. The Mediterranean Diet Meal Prep Cookbook includes: Guess-free
guidance--Take the guesswork out of what to eat with detailed shopping lists and
colorful illustrations for essential equipment and grocery shopping tips. Prepped for
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success--The 6 weeklong meal preps are simplified to keep your kitchen time
down, including suggestions for every meal, as well as step-by-step cooking
instructions. Mouthwatering Mediterranean--Enjoy a taste of the Mediterranean
with 95 delicious, nutritious recipes, including nutritional labels and storage tips.
With the Mediterranean Diet Meal Prep Cookbook, you'll enjoy healthy, fresh, and
fast Mediterranean flavors--without the labor.

Deadpool: Secret Agent Deadpool
An anthology of the first three Diablo novels includes Legacy of Blood, The Black
Road, and The Kingdom of Shadow, and is complemented by the original eBook
title, Demonsbane, in which a warrior, the sole survivor of a massacre, is driven to
avenge his fallen comrades. Original. 35,000 first printing.

The Superhero Women
A map tattooed on the back of a blind violinist leads Doc's submarine Helldiver to
the frozen north and a fabulous treasure. But Doc's crew is doubly-betrayed and
stranded on the ice floes to die!

River Patrol
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ÒAction Comics #1000 makes Superman revisit the past in interesting ways.Ó
-Entertainment Weekly ÒA powerful tribute to SupermanÕs enduring legacy.Ó -A.V.
Club ÒThere have been a lot of ÔmilestoneÕ issues hitting the shelves lately, but
none can really hold a candle to Action Comics #1000.Ó -Nerdist ÒItÕs a big deal,
for a lot of reasons-but itÕs also a celebration of something worth celebrating.Ó
-Polygon ÒThe landmark Action Comics #1000 features a murdererÕs row of
talent, including the DC Comics debut of former Marvel architect Brian Michael
Bendis.Ó dash Paste Magazine ÒThereÕs pretty much something for everyone in
this issueÉ ItÕs impossible not to be moved by the many loving Superman tributes
these creative teams have put together.Ó -IGN For over eight decades, Superman
has been inspiring fans all across the globe. The Man of Steel has saved Metropolisand the world-countless times over, but SupermanÕs not done yet! Begin the next
chapter of the iconic superheroÕs journey by celebrating 1,000 issues of Action
Comics, with a lineup of top talent as they pay tribute to the comic that started it
all. This unforgettable collectorÕs edition features stories and art by: Brian Michael
Bendis, John Cassaday, Olivier Coipel, Paul Dini, Jos Luis Garca-Lpez, Patrick
Gleason, Butch Guice, Geoff Johns, Dan Jurgens, Tom King, Jim Lee, Clay Mann,
Brad Meltzer, Jerry Ordway, Louise Simonson, Scott Snyder, Curt Swan, Peter J.
Tomasi, Marv Wolfman and more! Collected here for the first time is the
celebrated, landmark issue Action Comics #1000, plus a host of extras, including a
bonus story by comics legends Paul Levitz and Neal Adams, variant covers, scripts,
cover sketches and the comic that started it allÉthe Superman story from Action
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Comics #1.

The Space Patrol Megapack
"Finally revealed! The never-before-seen story of Wynonna's outlaw past, only
hinted at on Syfy's Wynonna Earp TV series. Outlaws. Mavericks. Werewolves.
These are the Banditos, the gang Wynonna ran with in her wildest, pre-Black
Badge days, and somebody or something is killing them off, one by one. It's up to
Wynonna to return to her roots and find out why! Written by Beau Smith and Doc
Holliday actor Tim Rozon with art by Angel Hernandez."--Page [4] of cover.

Femdom Stories
John Wade grew up in the 1950s, a decade that has since been dubbed the ‘golden
age of science fiction’. It was a wonderful decade for science fiction, but not so
great for young fans. With early television broadcasts being advertised for the first
time as ‘unsuitable for children’ and the inescapable barrier of the ‘X’ certificate in
the cinema barring anyone under the age of sixteen, the author had only the radio
to fall back on – and that turned out to be more fertile for the budding SF fan than
might otherwise have been thought. Which is probably why, as he grew older,
rediscovering those old TV broadcasts and films that had been out of bounds when
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he was a kid took on a lure that soon became an obsession.For him, the superaccuracy and amazing technical quality of today’s science fiction films pale into
insignificance beside the radio, early TV and B-picture films about people who built
rockets in their back gardens and flew them to lost planets, or tales of aliens who
wanted to take over, if not our entire world, then at least our bodies. This book is a
personal account of John Wade’s fascination with the genre across all the
entertainment media in which it appeared – the sort of stuff he revelled in as a
young boy – and still enjoys today.

GoGo Monster
Spider-Man and Thor team up to battle such villains as the Enchantress, the Looter,
and the Mongoose.

The Military MEGAPACK ®
A Communist spy chief reveals the unbridled and oppressive power wielded by the
Party in Romania and other Eastern Bloc countries

Marvel Adventures: Thor and Spider-Man
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To anyone interested in the roots of modern science fiction, the name of Ray
Cummings should be well known. He wrote science fiction and fantasy before the
name "science fiction" had been coined, publishing fantastic yarns in Argosy,
Munsey's Magazine, and other mainstream pulp magazines. Of course, as soon as
the science fiction pulps debuted, he moved to them, where his work received a
hearty welcome from fans. Cummings publishing more than 750 novels and short
stories over his long career, producing work in many genres, including the mystery
field (see "Atom Boy" in this Megapack for one prime example). We are pleased to
showcase 25 of his tales, ranging from science fiction to fantasy to mysterymore
than 1,500 pages of great reading! Included are: THE GIRL IN THE GOLDEN ATOM
(1919-1920) THE GIRL IN THE GOLDEN ATOM, PART 2 THE SILVER VEIL (1921) THE
FIRE PEOPLE (1922) TWO PROPOSALS (1923) JETTA OF THE LOWLANDS (1930) THE
WHITE INVADERS (1931) REQUIEM FOR A SMALL PLANET (1958) BRIGANDS OF THE
MOON (1931) WANDL THE INVADER (1932) TARRANO THE CONQUEROR (1930)
PHANTOMS OF REALITY (1930) DR. FEATHER IN "A SHOT IN THE DARK" (1936) DR.
FEATHER IN "MURDER IN THE FOG" (1937) DR. FEATHER IN "THE DEAD MAN
LAUGHS" (1938) DR. FEATHER IN "CLUE IN CRIMSON" (1943) THE WORLD BEYOND
(1938) GADGET GIRL (1944) PRECIPICE (1945) PHOTOGRAPH OF DEATH (1945)
STAMP OF DOOM (1946) THE SCALPEL OF DOOM (1947) ATOM BOY (1947) THE
LIFTED VEIL (1947) BEYOND THE VANISHING POINT (1958) THE GIRL FROM
INFINITE SMALLNESS (1940) PLANET STORIES' FEATURE FLASH: MEET RAY
CUMMINGS And don't forget to search this ebook store for "Wildside Megapack" to
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see more entries in the series, covering science fiction, fantasy, horror, mysteries,
westerns -- and much, much more!

Black Canary And Zatanna: Bloodspell
Two mysterious strangers from the fabled Asian Kingdom of Tanan arrive in New
York City, seeking Doc Savage's aid from the supernatural menace of the green
"soul slaves" hunting them on the behest of the unearthly Mystic Mullah!

The Mystic Mullah
Killtopia is set in future Japan, and follows a salvage hunter called Shinji and his
robot sidekick, Crash. Japan's about to get WRECKED! The bounty on Crash's head
has gone public, and Killtopia's deadliest Mech hunters are ready to collect.
Leading the charge is King Kaiju; a mechanised corporate mascot of death, who
belongs to the evil Kaiju Cola Mega-Corporation. There's just one problem: the
world's greatest Wrecker - Stiletto - has gotten to Crash first. Their explosive
showdown sends Stiletto's peak celebrity status into a flaming tailspin that
threatens to change Japan forever. Meanwhile: Rookie Wrecker Shinji and his sister
Omi have been blackmailed by crazy Yakuza crime lord Saitoh. He 's given them
24- hours to find Crash and deliver him to his gang, or he'll kill them both. Together
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with underground hacker group Koshiro-23, our heroes plan a dangerous heist to
save Crash from Stiletto's clutches. The explosive battle for Crash has begun. Who
will get to him first, and what do they plan to do with him? Whatever happens, it's
going to tear Japan a new asshole.

Scribblenauts Unmasked: A Crisis of Imagination #9
The Solve-It-Yourself Mystery MEGAPACK® presents 123 Mysteries you can read in
a minute (or two) -- and try to solve yourself! (Just turn to the next page for the
solution.) Hours of great fun for the mystery buff! If you enjoy this volume of
classic stories, don't forget to search your favorite ebook store for "Wildside Press
Megapack" to see the 270+ other entries in this series, including science fiction,
fantasy, mysteries, adventure, horror, westerns -- and much, much more!

Red Horizons
With a mysterious black Chinaman, Doc Savage and his amazing crew journey to
the jungles of Indo-China in a desperate gamble to destroy the infamous Thousandheaded Man. From the fogs of London to the jungles of Indo-China, Doc and his
men follow the trail of the three mysterious black keys to an ancient lost city
guarded by equally ancient terror known as the Thousand-Headed Man.
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Wynonna Earp: Season Zero
The best-selling video game series returns to comics! Discover the origins of
General RAAM and how he became the most feared Locust on all Sera. Includes
free code for exclusive digital game content! FOR THE HORDE! Before he was a
general leading the assault against humanity on the surface, RAAM was an upstart
commander tasked with waging an unwinnable war against the Lambent to protect
the Locust homeland. With the enemy pushing inexorably forward, he knows the
Horde must turn its attention to more vulnerable prey, and he'll use every atrocity
and deception at his disposal to bring Queen Myrrah around to his way of thinking.
A prequel to the original Gears of War, written by Kurtis J. Wiebe (Rat Queens) with
art by Max Dunbar (Dungeons & Dragons). See how it all began as the Queen's
deadliest servant steers the course of history to bring about Emergence Day and
the attack on humans, setting in motion the events of the game!

The Ray Cummings MEGAPACK ®: 25 Golden Age Science
Fiction and Mystery Tales
In the far reaches of space, Maxwell and the Flash race to catch Weaponer
Maximus before he can escape! Meanwhile, Lily, Wonder Woman, Cyborg and
Batman regroup at the watchtower.
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Firefly #1
From 1966 to 1968, both on ABC and in theaters, America embraced Batman as a
campy cultural icon. But in the ensuing decades, many vilified the show as an
embarrassment that needed to be swept under the rug if Batman -- and superheroes -- were to be taken seriously. Now, we can return to Adam West's Gotham
to the unapologetic fun of colorful, cackling villains hatching bizarre schemes to
phrases like "Atomic batteries to power!" and "Same bat-time, same batchannel!..". to deadpan heroes climbing walls and defying deathtrap cliffhangers
and find these aspects rich with cultural meanings we may have ignored. GOTHAM
CITY 14 MILES offers the series the critical reevaluation it deserves. The book's
diverse essays examine Batmania, camp, the role of women, the show and '60s
counter-culture, the show's celebrated actors, its lasting cultural effects, and other
subjects. From Sequart Research & Literacy Organization. More info at http:
//Sequart.org

The Umbrella Academy: Apocalypse suite
Doc Savage is a fictional character originally published in American pulp
magazines during the 1930s and 1940s. He was created by publisher Henry W.
Ralston and editor John L. Nanovic at Street & Smith Publications, with additional
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material contributed by the series' main writer, Lester Dent. The heroic-adventure
character would go on to appear in other media, including radio, film, and comic
books, with his adventures reprinted for modern-day audiences in a series of
paperback books, which have sold more than 20 million copies. Stan Lee (Marvel
Comics) has credited Doc Savage as being the forerunner to modern superheroes.
This volume collects ten adventures: THE MAN OF BRONZE THE THOUSANDHEADED MAN METEOR MENACE THE POLAR TREASURE BRAND OF THE WEREWOLF
THE LOST OASIS THE MONSTERS THE LAND OF TERROR THE MYSTIC MULLAH THE
PHANTOM CITY If you enjoy this ebook, don't forget to search your favorite ebook
store for "Wildside Press Megapack" to see more of the 350+ volumes in this
series, covering adventure, historical fiction, mysteries, westerns, ghost stories,
science fiction -- and much, much more!

The Joker 80th Anniversary 100-Page Super Spectacular
(2020-) #1
Starting with the February, 1946 issue, the comic book Captain Marvel Adventures
included a 2-page short story by "Eando Binder" (Otto O. Binder). Each story
featured Lt. Jon Jarl of the Space Patrol. These juvenile space operas -- designed to
appeal to kids -- featured daring-do by a two-fisted young member of the Space
Patrol. In a solar system where seemingly every planet and moon supports life
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(and the asteroid belt harbors an endless supply of space pirates and criminals),
Jon Jarl always saves the day. If you've seen the early TV adventures of Captain
Video and His Video Rangers, Space Patrol (not related to Binder's series), or Tom
Corbett, Space Cadet -- which were clearly influenced by Binder’s writing (as well
as the shared universe of "space opera" that had been developed in Amazing
Stories magazine under editor Ray Palmer) -- you will know what you’re in fora ride
into the Wild West of outer space, where physics and logic never get in the way of
a good story!

The Second Space Patrol MEGAPACK ®
BOOM! Studios, along with visionary writer and director Joss Whedon (Buffy the
Vampire Slayer, The Avengers), presents an all-new era of the pop culture
phenomenon Firefly, as one of the most demanded stories in the franchise’s
history is revealed for the first time! Focusing on family, loyalty, identity, and the
price of redemption, writer Greg Pak (Mech Cadet Yu, Totally Awesome Hulk) and
artist Dan McDaid (Judge Dredd: Mega City Zero) take you back to the battleground
where Mal’s journey began—the War of Unification!

The Solve-It-Yourself Mystery MEGAPACK®
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The Thousand-Headed Man
It's a Marvelous case of mistaken identity as Deadpool kills the wrong secret agent
and has no choice but to take his place and finish his mission! Pitted against the
deadly terrorist organization called GORGON, it's up to Wade Wilson to stop them
from getting an object of paradoxical power in their grasp!

Legion of Super Heroes/Bugs Bunny Special (2017-) #1
The Polar Treasure
The Dark Corps adventures continue. Timmy has escaped the forest with the help
of his friends in Bear Company and Forest Guard. But at a cost. Now with the team
split up and some left behind, Timmy must travel downriver with the help of River
Patrol to continue the quest to reunite with his father. But the Dark is still out
there.
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